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What is Supply Chain?

A supply chain is made up of all parties who are directly or indirectly involved in

fulfilling a client request. Not only does the supply chain involve the manufacturer

and suppliers, but also transporters, warehouses, retailers, and even customers.

The supply chain encompasses all functions involved in receiving and executing a

customer request within each firm, such as a manufacturer. These functions

include, but are not limited to, new product development, marketing, operations,

distribution, finance, and customer service.

Need for Supply Chain Management
In the supermarket, whenever we go and pick up a few goods off the shelf, such

as shoes, clothes, accessories, jewellery, bags, or electrical gadgets, you will see

that they were made in China, Japan, or Bangladesh. If they were made in India,

they may have been made in Gujarat, Punjab, or any other state. Darjeeling

produces the typical tea leaves that you use every day to prepare tea. Computers

were transported from South American factories, while the hardwood furniture in

the numerous retail stores and malls was imported from Malaysia and China.

Global marketplaces are extending outside national borders, which is redefining

how demand and supply are controlled. Global corporations are compelled to

obtain items from marketplaces across continents in order to reduce production

costs. To remain competitive, every corporation is required to seek out locations

for manufacturing centres where the cost of raw materials and labour is low.

In today's competitive global climate, no firm can afford to source materials just

from its internal or local market. You must investigate to locate the greatest and

cheapest suppliers. Sourcing raw materials and vendors to deliver the correct
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quality of material, the correct amount of goods, components, and raw materials,

and at the appropriate pricing necessitates a dynamic procurement strategy that

spans several locations, states, and nations.

Today, to look beyond the city and state is common for businesses, as well as the

country, to find raw materials, components, and parts for their manufacturing

process. The finished items are subsequently distributed through a network of

channels to various regions of the world, depending on where the ultimate buyer

is located.

So we can conclude that in the modern world where everything is interdependent

and it is needed to manage everything in a synchronised fashion, supply chain

management is needed at every level.
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Objectives of Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management is done for the basic objective of ensuring minimum

cost and maximum efficiency in every aspect of handling of raw material,

component parts and finished goods as they move from production centre to the

final consumer.

Effective supply chain bridges the following gaps that exist between the producer

and the consumer:

Space Gap
This is the divide created by producers and customers being physically separated

from one another. The supply chain physically carries commodities from the place

of production to the point of distribution, filling the space gap. It is a supply chain

management system that guarantees that items produced in one location are

available for consumption by customers in the appropriate location.

Time Gap
This is the gap that occurs when a product is manufactured at one point in time

but is demanded by the consumer at another point in time. Mango pulp, for

example, is made immediately following the harvest of mangoes in summers.

Mango soft drinks, on the other hand, are in high demand all year. As a result, the

supply chain guarantees that surplus manufactured goods is appropriately kept

when not needed and is available when needed. As a result, the time gap is filled.

Quantity Gap
The quantity gap is the discrepancy between what is produced and what is

requested. Certain things must be made in big quantities in order to be lucrative.

However, demand is restricted and spread out across time.
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Variety Gap
Customers often demand a wide range of items. Greater diversity is desired for

the products with greater demand. It is an efficient supply chain management

system that bridges this variety gap and provides a diverse range of items for

clients. A consumer goods retailer, for example, may keep soaps of numerous

brands and manufacturers on hand, guaranteeing a diverse choice of soaps for

the consumer to pick from.

Information Gap
This gap is filled by the supply chain. When either the provider or the customer

lacks knowledge about the other, there is an information gap. That is, the provider

is unaware of who or where his consumer is, and the customer is unaware of the

different available possibilities for fulfilling his product requirement. In this case,

the supply chain provides the information and bridges the gap.

Case Study : Webvan and Kozmo

Many online companies' failures, such as Webvan and Kozmo, may be traced back

to their inability to develop appropriate supply networks or manage supply chain

flows properly. Webvan established a supply network that included large

warehouses in a number of major US cities, from which groceries were delivered

to customers' homes. This supply chain architecture could not compete in terms of

cost with traditional supermarket supply chains. Traditional supermarket chains

send items in whole truckloads to a supermarket near the consumer, resulting in

extremely low transportation costs. They rotate their goods fast and let the

customer do the majority of the shopping in the store. Webvan, on the other hand,

flipped its inventory marginally faster than supermarkets but paid much higher

transportation expenses for home delivery and high labour expenses to select

client orders. As a result, the firm failed in 2001, just two years after a very

successful initial public offering.
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Decision Phases in a Supply Chain

Many choices about the movement of information, product, and cash must be

made in order for supply chain management to be successful. Each choice should

be taken with the goal of increasing the supply chain excess. These decisions are

divided into three categories or phases, which are as follows:

Supply Chain Strategy or Design

In this stage, a company considers how to build its supply chain for the next few

years. It dictates how the chain will be designed, how resources will be allocated,

and what operations will be completed at each level. Companies make strategic

decisions such as whether to outsource or perform a supply chain function

in-house, the location and capacity of production and warehousing facilities, the

products to be manufactured or stored in different locations, the modes of

transportation to be made available along various shipping legs, and the type of

information system to be used. The kind of decisions companies have to make

are:

● In-house vs. outsource – managing order, subcontracting

● Location & capacities – production cost plus warehouse

● Transportation networking

● Strategic change – brick mortar vs. online

Supply Chain Planning

The time frame considered for decisions made during this phase is a quarter to a

year. As a result, the supply chain structure built during the strategic phase is

locked in place. This configuration determines the parameters within which

planning must occur. The goal of planning is to maximise supply chain surplus

across the planning horizon within the constraints established during the strategy

or design phase. Companies begin the planning process by anticipating demand

and other characteristics such as costs and pricing for the coming year in various
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marketplaces. The planning process involves decisions on which markets will be

served from which locations, manufacturing subcontracting, inventory policies,

and the timing and scale of marketing and price campaigns. The corporation

bases its choice on projecting demand for the following year, as well as other

criteria such as costs and pricing in other areas. Manufacturing subcontracting,

inventory regulations, marketing timing and scale, and price promotions are all

part of the planning process. The kind of decisions companies have to make are:

● Demand forecasting

● Procurement planning and control

● Production planning and control

Supply Chain Operation

The time frame is weekly or daily in this case. Companies make decisions about

specific consumer orders during this period. At the operational level, supply chain

structure is seen as established, and planning strategies are already in place. The

purpose of supply chain operations is to process incoming customer orders as

efficiently as feasible. During this stage, businesses assign inventory or

manufacturing to specific orders, set a date for an order to be filled, prepare pick

lists at a warehouse, allocate an order to a certain shipping method and shipment,

arrange truck delivery schedules, and place replenishment orders. The purpose of

supply chain operations is to process incoming client orders as efficiently as

feasible. Companies do the following during this stage:

● Inventory management

● Transportation management

● Customer order processing

● Relationship management
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Supply Chain Strategies
While historically, supply chain and logistics services were generally considered as

cost centres that needed to be managed. In the past few decades or so this

thinking has changed with the emergence of big brands like Walmart and Amazon

which have used supply chains to their competitive advantages.

To do this, a company should create competitive priorities for its supply chain in

order to satisfy customers. They should next connect the competitive priorities

they've chosen to their supply chain and logistics operations.

The competitive priorities of an organisation can be divided into the following

categories:

Cost strategy

Companies with supply chains which focus on reducing cost aim to provide a

product or service to the customer at the lowest possible cost while maintaining a

certain standard of quality. For example by running an efficient supply chain,

Walmart has become the low-cost leader in retail.

Time strategy

This approach might refer to delivery speed, response time, or even product

creation time. Dell is a prime example of a firm that excels at reaction time by

assembling, testing, and distributing computers in a matter of days. FedEx is

well-known for delivering small packages quickly and on time.

Quality strategy

Consumers in certain businesses like electronics and food highly value the quality

of the product so to deliver on the promise of consistent, high-quality goods or

services, a dependable, secure supply chain is required. If a company like Canon

had a poor supply chain with high levels of damage, it would make little difference

to the customer that the cameras they are making are of the finest quality.
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Flexibility strategy

This can take many forms, including volume, diversity, and personalization.

Companies depending on their business and customers define certain criteria to

measure flexibility. For example you can assume that Samsung’s strategy is to be

more flexible across markets and price brackets as compared to a company like

Apple.

Case Study : Lenskart and Titan Eye Plus

Lenskart, with its online eyewear retailing approach, can be contrasted with Titan

Eye Plus, which sells similar products through retail shops. Lenskart advertises the

range of products available on it’s platform, the AI enabled features it has and also

the lower prices compared to it’s offline competitors. Customers, on the other

hand, must wait for their glasses and have no opportunity to touch or wear it

before purchasing. In contrast, at Titan Eye Plus, a customer can come into the

retail store, be assisted by a salesman, and can have a realistic look of the fit and

style of the spectacles. A Titan store, on the other hand, has a limited selection.

Whereas Lenskart has over 1000 pairs of spectacles on its website, the average

Titan store has much less. The competitive strategy in each scenario is

characterised by how the client values product pricing, delivery time, variety

(flexibility), and quality. A Lenskart customer who buys online places a high value

on product variety and price. A customer purchasing from Titan is particularly

concerned about quick response time and product selection assistance. As a

result, a company's competitive strategy will be set by the priorities of its

customers.
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Drivers of Supply Chain Performance
It is universally agreed that the five major drivers of supply chain performance are

as follows

1. Production

2. Inventory

3. Transportation

4. Location

5. Information

Production

Production can be made effective by considering small units scattered near

optimal delivery zones such that it cuts down on distribution and transportation

costs. Production can also be centralized in a major unit. This would lead to better

economies of scale, stricter regulation of a large number of operations which in

certain cases overrules the increasing cost of transportation. Optimization in this
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sector is necessary as we want least inventory that remains unsold. Hence using

demand forecasting, we should optimize production accordingly.

Inventory

Inventory = Supply - Demand

Optimization here can be done by ways of storage, essentially we want a higher

inventory turnover. Central inventories are essentially built keeping in mind the

benefits of economies of scale and lower inventory maintenance costs. Building

smaller warehouses near delivery locations is favourable to achieve lesser

turnover time and quicker delivery. However slow-moving products are generally

preferred in centralized inventories

Transportation

Transportation might occur through air, water or land. Efficiency can be achieved

by using technological route optimization techniques, involving larger batches of

goods to be transported at once and centralizing transport from major distribution

centers to achieve better planning.

Location

Location is a strategic decision that is to be taken by the organization and often is

the most critical driver in creating demand. If a Rolls Royce showroom opens in a

tier-2 city or fast food chains are not diversified over high-volume markets, the

supply side remains efficient but there is a huge failure to create sufficient

demand. Hence product or service based organizations have to carefully select

areas of operation.

Information

There is a popular saying by W. Edwards Deming, “In God we trust, all others

must bring data”. Information is key to optimizing operations in the above 4

domains. Data analysis allows the organization to understand it’s key drivers and

its short-comings. It also allows them to prepare for adverse situations like
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COVID-19. In a world where AI is revolutionizing supply chain methodologies,

information becomes the key driver to provide a competitive advantage.
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Supply Chain Analytics

A recent Gartner survey revealed that 29% of surveyed organizations said they
have achieved high levels of ROI by using analytics, compared with only 4% that
achieved no ROI. Initially, there were only a handful of KPIs to categorize a firm’s
success. As firms began to centralize data on ERP systems and adopt business
intelligence methods, analytics became an integral part of supply chain
management. It can be divided into the following 4 sections:-

Descriptive Analytics

Descriptive Analytics involves examining the past data and identifying trends and
patterns in them. The hypotheses from these data is then used to understand how
external and internal factors affected the management of the supply chain and
hence improve future operations

Predictive Analytics

Predictive analytics lays an emphasis on being proactive. It predicts possible
disruptions, spikes or slumps in activity for the firm. For example, knowing the
interest rate fluctuations and fiscal policies, software can predict the user
sentiment in the market and hence predict demand therefore firms can optimize
their supply chains by careful inventory storage so as to not exceed predicted
limits and achieve higher turnover.

Prescriptive Analytics

Prescriptive analytics combines descriptive and predictive analytics to suggest
solutions to the firm. Studying historical data it can figure the ideal season where
sales are maximum. Applying predictive analytics, it can predict when there is
favourable user sentiment in the market and advise the firm to store their
inventory sufficiently.
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Cognitive Analytics

Cognitive Analytics essentially involves modelling human thinking, machine
learning and AI to help our supply chain management system analyze internal and
external factors and become better over time. This sector is essentially the highest
value creator in current systems. Domains of demand forecasting, warehouse
automation, delivery optimization have become drivers in companies like Amazon
and Walmart in achieving a major part of their market share.
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Lean-6σ for Supply Chain management

A lean process aims to bring the highest quality of product at the least possible
cost. Any process that does not actively contribute in increasing the value to the
customer is regarded as wasteful. One of the key goals of the Lean methodology
is to reduce the eight potential wastes that might affect a supply chain (defects,
overproduction, waiting, non-utilized talent, transportation, inventory, motion, and
excessive processing).

The objective of six sigma is to improve the process till the defects occur only
beyond + and - 6σ resulting in 99.9997% of products being defect free. It aims to
minimize defects by controlling variance in the products. It follows the DMAIC &
DMADV approaches and a hierarchy to enforce six sigma principles in production.

Lean Six Sigma is a good framework for supply chain management because it
combines Six Sigma's fault avoidance focus with Lean thinking's emphasis on
waste reduction and streamlining. Lean assumes that waste removal will speed up
the process thereby improving business performance. Six Sigma assumes that
process variations cause process problems and that reducing process variation
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will improve business performance. It can essentially help to solve the following
problems:

● Reduce overproduction, prevent inventory overflow
● Reduce the number of defective products manufactured
● Improve customer centricity and build a responsive supply chain
● Identify processes that are most critical to value chain
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Blockchain applications in supply chain

In the vast majority of situations, today's supply chains run at scale without the use
of blockchain technology. Walmart put to the test an app that tracks pigs from
China to the United States in order to verify transactions and improve
record-keeping accuracy and efficiency. A UK start-up called Provenance had
secured $800,000 to use blockchain technology to track food. Hence there is
potential that can be tapped in this sector.

In the case of bitcoin, the basic purpose of blockchain is to allow an endless
number of anonymous participants to deal discreetly and securely with one
another without the need for a middleman. It aims to allow a small number of
well-known parties to safeguard their company operations against hostile actors
while also promoting greater performance in supply chains. Consider the following
example of a transaction between a retailer, supplier and a bank used in a HBR
article from June 2020.

Activity Financial ledger Blockchain

Retailer generates order
to supplier

No exchange of
goods/services hence no
official record

Digital token is recorded
by retailer

Supplier confirms order No record Recorded & added to
blockchain

Supplier requests a loan
from the bank

No record Digital token is recorded
by supplier

Bank approves loan Recorded by the bank &
verified by supplier

Records loan’s digital
token to same blockchain

As a result, blockchain is beneficial in part because it consists of a chronological
string of blocks that integrates all three types of transaction flows and catches
features not captured in a financial-ledger system. Furthermore, each block is
encrypted and disseminated to all participants, who individually store their own
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blockchain copy. The blockchain provides a thorough, trustworthy, and tamper
proof audit trail of the three types of supply chain activity thanks to these qualities.
Participants may examine the status of a transaction, find problems, and hold
counterparties accountable for their conduct since each party has their own copy
of the blockchain. Because overwriting previous data will need rewriting all
subsequent blocks on all shared copies of the blockchain, no participant may do
so. As a result, blockchain has a high level of transaction security.

Blockchain heavily increases the supply chain transparency as all transactions are
now recorded and are accessible to the parties involved. This allows organizations
to have higher traceability and ensure corporate standards are met. It is highly
effective against the counterfeit market since all activities are being added to the
blockchain, it is easy to recall defective products and trace the error in the supply
chain.

However, according to a Mckinsey article, despite blockchain increasing the
transparency, trust & traceability of the supply chain, it is not exactly ready for
mass adoption because the pilots that have run have not exactly been
path-breaking and the issues of traceability can be solved in other ways still.
There is still enough time till the cost-benefit analysis is done and we are able to
reach the blockchain capacity that fully functional supply chains would require.
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ML in supply chain

Gartner predicts that by 2023, ML will take over 50% of all global supply chain
technology solutions. ML can hence play a huge role in supply chain optimization.
Here are the following ways ML is continuously revolutionising the modern global
supply chain.

Demand Forecasting for efficient inventory management

Demand forecasting forms the foundation on which businesses execute their

supply chain systems, from procurement and inventory and warehouse

management to distribution management. Machine learning innovations are

extremely beneficial in this sector. ML helps in the following:

● Increases forecasting accuracy from traditional methods
● Updates forecasts by real-time updating on latest data
● Identifies patterns in the data

Statistical methods such as moving averages and time series with extra regressors
will give a high level of prediction accuracy for low volatility items. Our typical
forecasting algorithms, on the other hand, fail to offer an appropriate estimate
when we talk about a high sales volume/high demand volatility SKU. The major
problem with statistical models is that they don’t take into account internal factors
(life cycle, product developments, etc) and external factors (Interest rates, user
sentiment, competitor pricing).

After preprocessing the data we receive, we can run exploratory data analysis to
identify different patterns in the data. NLP methods can be used to carry out
sentiment analysis from speech, voice and texts. The final prediction can be made
using ML algorithms like XGBoost, Random Forest and LSTMs with accuracy
calculated via MAPE or RMSE. LSTMs are architectures that are ideally suited for
such time-series forecasting. Adding a CNN network on top of it, that can be used
as a feature extractor would help in higher accuracy of forecasts.
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Use of computer vision for inventory management

Computer vision helps automate a large number of manual processes. Defective
products can be easily identified and separated, labels do not need to be
manually scanned and verified. Proper industry required standards can be
maintained which save organizations from hefty fines that are imposed if the
required standards are not met often due to human checking negligence.

Deep Learning algorithms such as YOLOv3, DeepSort can be used for quick,
accurate detection & tracking. In such algorithms, CNNs are constantly used in
detecting features in images & performing object detection. Similar machine vision
algorithms can be used to carry out a variety of tasks. A few examples are noted
in the table below.

Smart warehouses are constantly being used by market-leaders like Amazon &
Alibaba where all the tasks are automated by the use of autonomous robots and
software that are able to carry out all operations themselves.
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Real time supply chain visibility & route optimization

ML aids in determining where a shipment is in the logistics process. It allows
supply chain managers to track the position of commodities as they travel. It also
provides visibility into the conditions under which the package is being
transported. Route-optimization algorithms that take into account external
conditions such as weather fluctuations and road conditions also help in saving
time. For intelligent decision-making and improved delivery accuracy, AI can
provide real-time predictive visibility that knows the actual position of the goods at
any given moment.

AI for improving user experiences

Recommender systems are a prevalent feature in most popular apps. Providing
minimum delivery time and real-time updates to the customer involves finding the
nearest warehouse and distribution channel. Sentiment analysis on customer
reviews help the company understand the user perception of the products and
hence provide better recommendations and identify their best-selling products.
NLP based chatbots are programmed to identify certain keywords used by the
customers and accurately provide solutions to their problems. AI is continuously
improving the user experience on the platform and hence is a key supplement in
increasing customer brand loyalty.
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Amazon Case Study

Amazon represents the pinnacle of supply chain management. Amazon took only
20 years to earn $100 billion in sales revenue, making it the fastest corporation to
do so. Amazon has grown at a rate of around 20% every year since its founding.
Amazon has been able to cut its total per unit supply cost to a bare minimum
thanks to massive economies of scale and a slew of industry-leading supply chain
initiatives.As a result, other firms with lesser sales volumes and solely their own
warehouses have struggled to compete. Amazon has optimized it’s major supply
chain units in the following way :-

Warehousing

Amazon warehouses are strategically located near metropolitan cities to ensure
storage and delivery in the shortest possible time. With the Amazon FBA initiative,
suppliers can provide their products to Amazon warehouses where they are
carefully examined by trained specialists and automated robots. Warehouses are
also optimized internally. Each with five unique storage areas, the organization
strategy allows team members and pick-and-pack robots to pull products almost
instantly and move them toward delivery.
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Delivery

Amazon realized the monetary value of customer satisfaction at receiving orders
in the minimum possible time. They achieved a breakthrough with the Prime
delivery service where subscribers are guaranteed 2-day delivery services.
Amazon has been constantly improving themselves, by collaborating with
independent delivery service partners and optimizing their current network to
provide 1-day delivery and even 2-hour delivery services making the competitors
bleed.

Technology

Amazon is regularly incorporating AI and technological innovations to optimize
their supply chain. Robots are automating checking procedures inside
warehouses. Since 2015, Amazon has grown its army of warehouse robots at a
rate of about 35,000 per year. Amazon had around 45,000 warehouse robots and
counting as of 2020. An optimistic project was launched in 2013 to have Amazon
Prime Air delivery through drones to locations nearby warehouses.

Manufacturing

Amazon realised that many of the third-party items it sells to customers might be
produced at a cheaper cost. Because of the company's enormous volume,
low-cost production is a natural fit. As a consequence, Amazon's manufacturing
division is strengthening its financial position while gaining market share from
other manufacturers. Amazon has a significant revenue growth opportunity thanks
to this manufacturing support for its retail operations.
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